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Key Points:10

• Simulations for the motion of flexible blades in waves with and without currents11

are improved by using a consistent-mass cable model12

• Blade motion is asymmetric due to blade deflection and vertical wave velocity13

but symmetric if blade length is far less than the wavelength14

• Peak asymmetry of vegetation blade motion increases with wave height and15

blade length but decreases with increasing blade flexural rigidity16
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Abstract17

Submerged aquatic vegetation (SAV) provides primary products for the food web,18

as well as shelter and nursery for many juvenile species. SAV can also attenuate19

waves, stabilize the seabed and improve water quality. These environmental services20

are influenced by the dynamic motion of SAV. In this paper, a consistent-mass cable21

model was developed to investigate flow interaction with a flexible vegetation blade.22

Compared with previous vegetation models, the cable model showed improvements in23

simulating blade motions in waves with and without currents, especially for “second-24

normal-mode-like” blade motion. Wave asymmetry would cause blade motion to be25

asymmetric. However, asymmetric blade motion may also occur in symmetric waves.26

Results indicate that the asymmetric blade motion in symmetric waves is induced27

by two major mechanisms: (i) the spatial asymmetry of the encountered wave orbital28

velocities (wave motion relative to blade) due to blade displacements and (ii) the asym-29

metric action on the blade by vertical wave orbital velocities. Consequently, the blade30

motion is asymmetric even underneath symmetric waves unless (i) blade length (l) is31

much smaller than the wavelength (l/L � 1), (ii) blade length is much smaller than32

the water depth (l/h � 1) in finite-water-depth waves, or (iii) water depth is much33

smaller than the wavelength (h/L � 1). Peak asymmetric blade motion occurs as34

l/L increases to a critical value. The peak asymmetry increases with wave height and35

blade length but decreases with increasing blade flexural rigidity. Blade motion char-36

acteristics play an important role in wave-vegetation interaction, wave-driven currents,37

wave-attenuation capacity, breakage of vegetation and ecosystem services.38

Plain Language Summary39

Submerged aquatic vegetation (SAV) can reduce wave energy, stabilize the seabed40

and improve water quality. These environmental services are influenced by SAV mo-41

tion. In this paper, a numerical model was developed to study flow interaction with42

a flexible blade. Compared with previous vegetation models, the cable model showed43

improvements in simulating blade motions in waves with and without currents. Wave44

asymmetry would cause blade motion to be asymmetric. However, asymmetric blade45

motion may also occur in symmetric waves. Results indicate that the asymmetric46

motion in symmetric waves is induced by two major factors: (i) the spatial asymme-47

try of the encountered wave velocities (wave motion relative to blade) due to blade48

displacements and (ii) the asymmetric action on the blade by vertical wave velocities.49

Consequently, the blade motion is asymmetric unless (i) blade length is much smaller50

than the wavelength, (ii) blade length is much smaller than the water depth in non-51

deep-water waves, or (iii) water depth is much smaller than the wavelength. Peak52

asymmetric blade motion increases with wave height and blade length but decreases53

with increasing blade flexural rigidity. Blade motion characteristics play an important54

role in wave-vegetation interaction, wave-driven currents, wave-attenuation capacity,55

breakage of vegetation and ecosystem services.56

1 Introduction57

Submerged aquatic vegetation (SAV) including salt-marshes, seagrass beds, and58

kelp forests, provides a wide range of ecosystem services. SAV can attenuate wave59

energy, mitigate coastal erosion, reduce storm damage, and create habitats for fish60

and shellfish (Dalrymple et al., 1984; Kobayashi et al., 1993; Mendez & Losada, 2004;61

Lowe et al., 2007; Nepf, 2012; Z. Hu et al., 2014; Ondiviela et al., 2014; Arkema62

et al., 2015; Guannel et al., 2015; Maza et al., 2015; K. Hu et al., 2018; J. Hu et63

al., 2019; Suzuki et al., 2019). The storm attenuation capacity of SAV needs to64

be quantified to develop effective and resilient coastal protection, management and65

adaptation strategies. While the effectiveness of SAV in coastal protection is dependent66
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on its coastal coverage, population, size and density, the dynamics of a single blade67

in waves is critical to the understanding of the hydrodynamics and morphodynamics68

within a vegetation meadow. The dynamic motion of vegetation changes the flow69

and produces eddies which, in turn, alter the flow forcing on the blade and blade70

motion. The blade motion due to flexibility reduces the relative velocity between flow71

and vegetation as well as the frontal area, resulting in a reduced drag that decreases72

velocity attenuation and wave attenuation in the vegetation meadow (Bouma et al.,73

2005; Mullarney & Henderson, 2010; Riffe et al., 2011; Paul et al., 2012; Zeller et al.,74

2014; Houser et al., 2015; Rupprecht et al., 2017; Abdolahpour et al., 2018). Numerical75

models have been developed to solve a force balance equation for the vegetation motion,76

considering gravity, buoyancy, structural damping, bending stiffness as restoring forces,77

as well as drag and inertia as driving forces (Ikeda et al., 2001; Zeller et al., 2014; Zhu78

& Chen, 2015; Luhar & Nepf, 2016; Leclercq & de Langre, 2018).79

Blade motion in waves can be symmetric or asymmetric. Symmetric motion is a80

horizontal oscillation over the wave period with near equal bending angles about the81

vertical axis. Asymmetric motion is an oscillation with more bending in the direction82

of wave propagation. This asymmetric behavior was described as a “whip-like” re-83

sponse by Rupprecht et al. (2017). Asymmetric blade motion could also induce drag84

asymmetry with less drag under the wave crest than the trough. According to Luhar85

et al. (2010, 2013), this effect could enhance the mean flow in the direction of wave86

propagation. Enhanced mean flow could also reinforce the asymmetry of the blade87

motion in a meadow (Luhar et al., 2017). Blade inclination in the direction of wave88

propagation in a meadow may also provide “shelter” effects for sediment and further89

reduce bedload transport and stabilize the seabed (Rupprecht et al., 2017).90

Asymmetric motion of a single blade has been identified in laboratory experi-91

ments (e.g., Lei & Nepf, 2019b; Jacobsen et al., 2019). Döbken (2015) attribute the92

asymmetric behavior of blade motion to that of orbital velocities assuming the blade93

motion exactly follows the wave excursion. This interpretation only holds when the94

blade deflection is comparable to wave excursion. Using a numerical model of a single95

blade, Gijón Mancheño (2016) concluded that the vertical component of wave orbital96

velocity is the major contributing factor for the asymmetric blade motion based on97

the results that the blade motion is symmetric once the vertical component of wave98

orbital velocity is removed. Wave orbital asymmetry caused by wave nonlinearity,99

bottom slope, bottom friction and the presence of a structure (Elgar et al., 1990; Zou100

et al., 2003; Peng et al., 2009; Zou & Peng, 2011) also leads to asymmetric response.101

For instance, this asymmetric motion was observed in a set of laboratory experiments102

by Luhar and Nepf (2016) conducted with horizontal wave velocities having greater103

values under the wave crest rather than the trough. Also, with experimental tech-104

niques, Rupprecht et al. (2017) observed a transition from symmetric to asymmetric105

blade motion with increasing wave orbital velocities, which indicates that the asym-106

metric motions of Puccinellia and Elymus only occur when the wave orbital velocities107

reached critical values. Since previous work focused on the influence of wave forcing108

characteristics that produces asymmetric motion, a need now exists to investigate the109

role of blade characteristics, including geometry and flexural rigidity that produces110

similar behavior.111

The objective of this work is to identify the mechanisms for the asymmetric mo-112

tion of SAV with focus on blade geometric and material properties. A cable model113

with consistent-mass properties is developed to examine the blade motion as a function114

of blade geometry and wave properties. The cable model is compared with experimen-115

tal data and previous vegetation models for the large-amplitude motions of blades116

in waves with and without currents. With the cable model, the theory for the sym-117

metric and asymmetric motion of a flexible blade is developed. The model is then118

used to investigate the effects of blade length and flexural rigidity as well as wave119
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height and wave period on the symmetric and asymmetric blade motions. Finally, the120

mechanisms for asymmetric blade motion and the conditions in which the asymme-121

try becomes negligible as well as the properties and implications of asymmetric blade122

motion are discussed.123

2 Methodology124

The wave-induced motion of a flexible blade is often characterized by large deflec-125

tions which are difficult to resolve with analytical approaches. Therefore, recent studies126

of blade dynamics have focused on numerical techniques such as the finite-difference127

and finite-element methods to consider large-deflection-induced geometric nonlinear-128

ity. Using a spring-mass model to consider blade rigidity, Zeller et al. (2014) reduced129

the governing equations of blade dynamics to a system of ordinary differential equa-130

tions (ODEs). In order to improve the model accuracy, consistent-mass models with131

partial differential equations (PDEs) were introduced to model the vegetation motion.132

The vegetation models developed by Luhar and Nepf (2016) and the elastic-rod model133

coupled with RANS-VOF Navier-Stokes solver proposed by Chen and Zou (2019) per-134

form better for simulating the “first-normal-mode-like” blade motion rather than the135

“second-normal-mode-like” blade motion. To capture the “second-normal-mode-like”136

blade motion properly in this study, the consistent-mass cable model developed to rep-137

resent the dynamics of flexible slender structures including steel cables (Howell, 1992;138

Triantafyllou & Howell, 1994; Tjavaras et al., 1998), risers (Chatjigeorgiou, 2008), and139

mooring lines (Li et al., 2018) is extended to simulate the motions of SAV.140

2.1 2D Cable model141

To apply the 2D cable model, an individual blade of SAV was treated as a142

slender structure fixed at the base and free at the tip as shown on Fig. 1(a). A fixed

(a)

O x

z

~t~n

s

φ

(b)

T + ∂T
∂s
ds

Q+ ∂Q
∂s
ds φ+ ∂φ

∂s
ds

T Q

φ
fV Bx

fV Bz

fNB

fF fD fAM

Figure 1. Schematic diagram for the coordinate systems and the free-body diagram. (a)

Fixed global Cartesian reference frame (x, z) with origin at the blade base. A local Lagrangian

coordinate system (~t, ~n) along the blade length (s) associated with the angle of φ between the

tangential direction (~t) and the vertical direction (z). (b) The free-body diagram for one segment

of flexible blade ds with effective tension (T ), shear (Q), net buoyancy (fNB), drag (fD), friction

(fF ), virtual buoyancy (fV Bx, fV Bz), and added mass force (fAM ).

143

global Cartesian reference frame (x, z) with the origin at the blade base is defined on144

Fig. 1(a), where x and z indicate the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively.145
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The flow field is described by the horizontal and vertical components, U(x, z, t) and146

W (x, z, t), where t denotes time. To derive the governing equations for the blade147

motion, a local Lagrangian coordinate system (~t, ~n) along the blade length is used148

with ~t representing the blade-tangential direction and ~n as the blade-normal direction.149

The velocity components of the blade segment (ds) in the blade-tangential direction150

and the blade-normal direction are u and w, respectively. The distance along the151

length of the blade (l) from the base is defined as s such that s = l at the tip of the152

blade. The local bending angle of the blade relative to the vertical direction (z) is φ,153

where φ = 0 denotes a vertical upright posture for defining symmetric or asymmetric154

motion. The points in the Lagrangian coordinate system (~t, ~n) can be obtained by155

rotating the global Cartesian coordinates (x, z) counterclockwise by (π/2− φ).156

Blade dynamics are governed by the force and momentum balances given by157

ρvbd

(
∂u

∂t
+ w

∂φ

∂t

)
= Q

∂φ

∂s
+
∂T

∂s
+ fNB cosφ+ fV Bx sinφ+ fV Bz cosφ− fF , (1)158

159

ρvbd

(
∂w

∂t
− u∂φ

∂t

)
=
∂Q

∂s
− T ∂φ

∂s
+ fNB sinφ− fV Bx cosφ+ fV Bz sinφ− fD − fAM , (2)160

and161

Q = EI
∂2φ

∂s2
, (3)162

as well as the compatibility relations for geometrical continuity given by163

∂u

∂s
+ w

∂φ

∂s
− 1

Ebd

∂T

∂t
= 0, (4)164

and165

∂w

∂s
− u∂φ

∂s
+
∂φ

∂t
= 0. (5)166

In equations (1) to (5), ρv is the vegetation density, b is the blade width, d is the blade167

thickness, E is the elastic modulus, I = bd3/12 is the second moment of the cross-168

section area of the blade, T is the effective tension in the blade-tangential direction, Q169

is the shear force in the blade-normal direction, fNB is the net buoyancy force per unit170

blade length (the following forces are per unit length) acting upward, fV Bx and fV Bz171

are the horizontal and vertical components of virtual buoyancy (Denny et al., 1997;172

Gaylord et al., 2003; Rosman et al., 2013), fF is the skin friction in the blade-tangential173

direction, fD is the drag force, and fAM is the added mass force in the blade-normal174

direction. The effective tension is the sum of the real tension and the product of the175

hydrostatic pressure and the cross-section area. The usage of effective tension makes176

Archimedes principle applicable to calculate the buoyancy of the segment that is not177

completely enclosed in fluid due to the neighboring segment (Sparks, 2009; Howell,178

1992; Tjavaras et al., 1998). It should be noted that the hydrostatic pressure should179

be removed from the effective tension when calculating the real tension.180

The static net buoyancy force fNB is defined as the difference of the buoyancy181

and weight, given by182

fNB = (ρ− ρv)gbd, (6)183

where ρ is the fluid density, and g is the gravitational acceleration. The hydrody-184

namic forces on the right-hand side of equations (1) and (2) including virtual buoyancy185

(fV Bx, fV Bz), drag force (fD), skin friction (fF ), and added mass force (fAM ), which186

are given by modified Morison equations (Morison et al., 1950),187

fV Bx = ρbd
∂U

∂t
, (7)188

189

fV Bz = ρbd
∂W

∂t
, (8)190
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191

fD =
1

2
Cdρb |w + U cosφ−W sinφ| (w + U cosφ−W sinφ) , (9)192

193

fF =
1

2
Cfρ2 (b+ d) |u− U sinφ−W cosφ| (u− U sinφ−W cosφ) , (10)194

and195

fAM = ma
∂

∂t
(w + U cosφ−W sinφ) , (11)196

where Cd is the drag coefficient, Cf is the skin friction coefficient, ma is the added197

mass. The added mass is given by ma = Cmπb
2/4 using the cylinder-equivalent blade198

cross-section following Luhar and Nepf (2016) and Cm is the added mass coefficient.199

The boundary conditions for the bottom-rooted blade are set as u = 0, w = 0200

and φ = 0 at the blade base (s = 0), as well as T = 0, ∂φ/∂s = 0 and ∂2φ/∂s2 = 0201

at the blade tip (s = l). The governing equations (1) to (5) are a system of non-202

linear partial differential equations solved by discretization using a finite difference203

scheme, the Keller Box method (Keller, 1971; Anderson et al., 2016), which is im-204

plicit, second order accurate, single step, unconditionally stable and convergent. The205

Newton-Raphson iteration method was used to solve the discretized equations.206

2.2 Hydrodynamic force coefficients207

The drag coefficient and added mass coefficient for blades are considered a func-208

tion of Keulegan-Carpenter number (KC). The KC number is defined as KC =209

UmTw/b, where Um is the maximum oscillatory flow velocity and Tw is the wave210

period. Based on datasets for rigid plates in oscillatory flows with KC = 1.7 ∼ 118.2211

(Keulegan & Carpenter, 1958; Sarpkaya & O’Keefe, 1996), Luhar and Nepf (2016)212

developed formulas for drag coefficient and added mass coefficient, given by213

Cd = max(10KC−1/3, 1.95) (12)214

and215

Cm = min(Cm1, Cm2), (13)216

respectively, where Cm1 =

{
1 + 0.35KC2/3 KC < 20

1 + 0.15KC2/3 KC ≥ 20
and Cm2 = 1+(KC−18)2/49217

as described in Luhar (2012).218

The friction coefficient is taken as a function of Reynolds number (Re). The219

Reynolds number is defined as Re = Umb/ν, where ν is the kinematic viscosity of the220

water. According to Zeller et al. (2014) and Abdelrhman (2007), the friction coefficient221

is given by222

Cf = 0.074Re−1/5. (14)223

Luhar and Nepf (2016) noted that the exact value of Cf had little effect on their224

model results because the ratio of the calculated root-mean-square forces for Cf = 0.1225

and Cf = 0.01 was distributed with mean and standard deviation 1.00 ± 0.01. For226

simplicity, Zeller et al. (2014) selected an approximated value of 0.02. In contrast,227

Luhar and Nepf (2016) used a larger value of Cf = 0.1 because their model was found228

unstable for the cases with high Cauchy number if Cf = 0.01. The Cauchy number229

(Ca) is the ratio of the hydrodynamic force to the restoring force due to plant stiffness230

and given by Ca = ρbU2
ml

3/EI. In this study, equation (14) is used to calculate the231

friction coefficient.232

3 Model-data comparison233

3.1 Blade motion in combined waves and currents234

The cable model results were first compared with the laboratory experiments235

by Zeller et al. (2014) for the blades in combined waves and currents. During the236
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experiments, six wave-current conditions were produced, where the wave period Tw =237

2.80 ∼ 5.19 s, the amplitude of the horizontal wave velocity Uw = 9.45 ∼ 25.8 cm/s,238

and the currents Uc = 3.66 ∼ 13.7 cm/s (Table 1). The still water depth was 40

Table 1. Blade properties and wave conditions in the experiments by Zeller et al. (2014) and

Luhar and Nepf (2016).

Experiments Blade properties
Waves Currents

Tw aw Uw Uc
[s] [cm] [cm/s] [cm/s]

Blade in waves LDPE: 5.19 - 25.8 12.1
and currents ρv = 920 kg/m3 4.29 - 17.3 13.2

(Zeller et al., 2014) E = 0.3 GPa 2.80 - 9.45 12.9
b = 1 cm 5.19 - 24.4 6.00

d = 0.2, 0.25, 0.3 mm 4.29 - 15.9 5.63
l = 15, 20 cm 2.80 - 9.64 4.77

Blade in waves 0.4 mm-thick HDPE: 2 1(0.9) 5.0 -
(Luhar & Nepf, 2016) ρv = 950 kg/m3 2 2(1.9) 10.1 -

E = 0.93 GPa 2 3(2.9) 15.4 -
1.9 mm-thick silicon foam: 2 4(3.9) 20.6 -

ρv = 670 kg/m3 1.4 2(1.7) 8.9 -
E = 0.5 MPa 1.4 4(3.5) 16.7 -
b = 2 cm 1.1 2(1.7) 6.6 -

l = 5, 10, 15, 20 cm 1.1 4(3.6) 12.8 -

239

cm. The model blades were made of low-density polyethylene (LDPE) with ρv = 920240

kg/m3 and E = 0.3 GPa (Ghisalberti & Nepf, 2002). Four 1 cm-wide model blades241

with different lengths and thicknesses were used. Three of the blades were 15 cm242

long with thicknesses of 0.20, 0.25, and 0.30 mm. The fourth blade was 20 cm long243

with a thickness of 0.25 mm. Therefore, Ca = 101 ∼ 2883, KC = 40 ∼ 197 and244

Re = 1441 ∼ 3790. Details of the experiments can be found in Zeller et al. (2014).245

To drive the model, the wave-current flow is considered as a superposition of246

currents and linear waves. The hydrodynamic force coefficients for waves as described247

in section 2.2 are assumed to be also applicable for combined waves and currents248

conditions following Lei and Nepf (2019a). The calculated deflected blade-tip heights249

(zT ) at the maximum horizontal displacements (xT,max) are shown on Fig. 2 along250

with the data and the model results from Zeller et al. (2014). The root-mean-square-251

error (RMSE) for the cable model results is RMSE = 0.043 and smaller than that of252

the model results from Zeller et al. (2014) with RMSE = 0.103. The improvement of253

RMSE is possible because the present cable model is a consistent-mass model while254

the Zeller et al. (2014) model is a spring-mass model. Additionally, the compatibility255

relations described in equation (4) and (5) are not included in Zeller et al. (2014).256

Therefore, the Zeller et al. (2014) model has difficulty to converge for some test cases257

with large Ca� 103 (e.g., missed points on Fig. 2), where the blade is so flexible that258

can curl over. In comparison, the cable model is stable and convergent for all the test259

cases.260

3.2 Blade motion in waves261

The cable model results were also compared with the data from the laboratory262

experiments by Luhar and Nepf (2016) for waves only. Eight wave conditions were263

produced with wave period Tw = 1.1 ∼ 2.0 s and wave amplitude aw = 1 ∼ 4 cm264

(Table 1). The still water depth (h) was 30 cm. The model blades were made of265
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102 103

Ca

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

z T
(x

T
,m
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l

data
Zeller et al. (2014, RMSE=0.103)
cable model (RMSE=0.043)

Figure 2. Model-data comparison for the normalized deflected blade-tip height (zT /l) at the

maximum horizontal displacement of the blade tip (xT,max) vs the Cauchy number (Ca). The

data is denoted by black circles, the model results from Zeller et al. (2014) are denoted by blue

triangles and those from the cable model are denoted by red crosses. The associated root-mean-

square-error (RMSE) is shown in the legend.

high-density polyethylene (HDPE, ρv = 950 kg/m3 and E = 0.93 GPa) and silicon266

foam (ρv = 670 kg/m3 and E = 0.5 MPa). The blades were 2 cm wide with lengths267

of 5, 10, 15, and 20 cm. The thicknesses were 0.4 mm and 1.9 mm for the HDPE and268

silicon foam blades, respectively. Therefore, Ca = 0.02 ∼ 1200, KC = 3.7 ∼ 20.6, and269

Re = 1000 ∼ 4120. Details of the experiments can be found in Luhar and Nepf (2016).270

The velocity profile was measured using particle image velocimetry (PIV, details271

referred to Luhar & Nepf, 2016) that captures the instantaneous flow velocity resulting272

from the superposition of the incident and reflected waves, where the wave reflection273

ratio of the wave flume is 7% (Lei & Nepf, 2019b). The first four harmonics fit274

of the measured flow velocity (r2 = 0.99, Fig. 3) at one horizontal position was275

used as an approximation for the input flow field in Luhar and Nepf (2016). This276

approximation only represents the temporal variation of the velocity profile at that277

horizontal position. Due to the effects of wave reflection on the velocity amplitude,278

this approximation for the flow profile at other horizontal position may has a small279

r2 = 0.91 for the wave reflection of 7%. To represent the spatial variation of the280

wave flow field, the wave number (k) is used and obtained by solving the dispersion281

relation, ω2 = gk tanh kh (Dean & Dalrymple, 1991), where the wave radian frequency282

ω = 2π/Tw. By incorporating the effects of the spatial variance into the wave phase,283

the modified approximation for the input flow field reduces the effects of wave reflection284

on the flow field and enhances r2 to be greater than 0.98 at all the horizontal positions285

in the range of the blade motion. In addition, the wave reflection-induced change of286

the velocity amplitude at all the horizontal positions has limited effects (< 2.5%) on287

the drag coefficient. Therefore, the modified approximation for the input flow field by288

incorporating spatial variance is adequately precise to drive the cable model.289

The comparisons between the cable model results and the data, as well as the290

model results from Luhar and Nepf (2016) are shown on Fig. 4 for the horizontal291

displacement range of the blade-tip (xT,max − xT,min) and the root-mean-square of292

the total horizontal force (Fx,rms) at the blade base. To normalize Fx,rms, the root-293

mean-square of the total horizontal force on a rigid blade with the same geometry is294
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/
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measured (Luhar and Nepf, 2016) fitted (4 harmonics; r2 = 0.99)

Figure 3. Measured horizontal component of the wave orbital velocity at z = 0 for the wave

with period Tw = 2 s and amplitude aw = 4 cm (Luhar & Nepf, 2016). The measured horizon-

tal component of the wave orbital velocity is denoted by the dotted black line and the first four

harmonics fit is denoted by solid green line.

used and given by295

Fx,rms,rigid =

√√√√ 1

Tw

∫ Tw

0

[∫ l

0

(
1

2
Cdρb|U |U + ρma

∂U

∂t
+ ρbd

∂U

∂t

)
dz

]2
dt. (15)296

For the HDPE blades, the RMSE of the cable model results is 0.050 for the blade-297

tip range and 0.184 for the total horizontal force, which are a little larger than those298

of the model results from Luhar and Nepf (2016) with RMSE = 0.048 for the blade-tip299

range and RMSE = 0.174 for the total horizontal force. However, the cable model300

shows improvements in simulating the motion of the silicon foam blade with RMSE =301

0.126 for the blade-tip range and RMSE = 0.043 for the total horizontal force, which302

are smaller than those by the model of Luhar and Nepf (2016) with RMSE = 0.151303

for the blade-tip range and RMSE = 0.049 for the total horizontal force.304

To further evaluate the performance of the numerical models, the model results305

for the blade tip trajectory are shown on Fig. 5 (see Movie S1 for the comparison at306

each time step in supporting information) and the blade postures associated with the307

total horizontal force (Fx) are shown on Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. We note that the blade308

motion shown on Fig. 5 is asymmetric with respect to the vertical line x = 0, which309

will be further examined in section 4.310

Both model blades exhibit periodic motion, but with different dynamic charac-311

teristics. For instance, the HDPE model blade behaves like the “first normal mode” of312

a cantilever beam (Fig. 5a and Fig. 6a-l) since the wave frequency fw = 1/Tw = 0.5313

Hz is smaller than the first natural frequency f1 = 1.8752f0 = 1.54 Hz of the HDPE314

blade, where f0 =
√
EI/[(ρvbd+ma)l4] (Rao, 2010). The silicon foam model blade,315

however, behaves like a “second normal mode” (Fig. 5b and Fig. 7a-l) since the wave316

frequency fw is between the first natural frequency f1 = 0.36 Hz and the second nat-317

ural frequency f2 = 4.694f0 = 2.26 Hz of the silicon foam blade. The normal mode318

theory for linear vibration is not suitable to analyze the nonlinear vibration of the319

blades, but it is the basis to analyze the nonlinear normal mode for large-amplitude320

vibration of a cantilever beam (Hsieh et al., 1994).321
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Figure 4. Comparisons for (a, b) the normalized horizontal displacement range of the blade-

tip (xT,max − xT,min)/2l and (c, d) the root-mean-square of the total horizontal force (Fx,rms)

normalized by the total horizontal force (Fx,rms,rigid) for a rigid blade with the same geometry

for (a, c) HPDE and (b, d) silicon foam blades, respectively. The model results from Luhar and

Nepf (2016) are denoted by blue triangles with root-mean-square-error (RMSE) in blue text while

the cable model results are denoted by red crosses with RMSE in red text.

To quantify the performance of the numerical simulations for blade postures, the322

normalized error (εT ) between the simulated and observed displacements of the blade323

tip is used and given by324

εT (t) =

√
(xT − x∗T )

2
+ (zT − z∗T )

2
/l, (16)325

where (xT , zT ) and (x∗T , z
∗
T ) are the simulated and observed Cartesian coordinates of326

the blade tip, respectively. A smaller value of εT indicates a closer simulation. For the327

HDPE blade shown on Fig. 6(m), εT of the cable model results is smaller than that of328

the model results from Luhar and Nepf (2016) under wave trough. The time averaged329

εT over one wave period for the cable model is εT = 0.116 and 14.1% less than that330

of the model from Luhar and Nepf (2016) with εT = 0.135 for HDPE blade (Table 2).331

For the silicon foam blade shown on Fig. 7(m), εT of the cable model is smaller than332

that of the model from Luhar and Nepf (2016) during the entire wave period. The333

εT of the cable model is 0.056 and 79.7% less than that of the model from Luhar and334

Nepf (2016) with εT = 0.276 for silicon foam blade (Table 2).335
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Figure 5. Blade postures and blade tip trajectory for the 20 cm-long (a) HDPE and (b) sil-

icon foam blades over one wave period for the waves with period Tw = 2 s and amplitude aw =

4 cm. The data is denoted by black open circles, the model results from Luhar and Nepf (2016)

are denoted by magenta dotted lines, and those from the cable model are denoted by green lines

(thick green lines indicate the trajectory of the blade tip while the thin green lines indicate the

postures of the blade at selected time steps).

Table 2. Normalized time averaged error (εT ) for the simulated displacements of the blade tip.

Blades
Luhar and Nepf (2016) Cable model

(a-b)/a × 100%
(a) (b)

silicon foam 0.276 0.056 79.7%
HDPE 0.135 0.116 14.1%

The calculated total horizontal force by the cable model is consistent with the336

data with a normalized root-mean-square error (NRMSE) of 0.151 for the HDPE337

blade and 0.045 for the silicon foam blade. The NRMSE of Fx by the cable model is338

comparable to the model results from Luhar and Nepf (2016) with NRMSE = 0.139 for339

the HDPE blade and NRMSE = 0.041 for the silicon foam blade. Although the results340

of the two models are quite different for the blade postures, the results for the total341

horizontal force are similar because the total horizontal force is the integration of the342

horizontal force distributed along the blade. The variance of the distributed force and343

the momentum along the blade cannot be represented by the total horizontal force,344

but it imposes significant influences on the blade postures. Therefore, the difference in345

the total horizontal force comparison with the results from Luhar and Nepf (2016) is346

small, but the difference in posture comparison is large. As the postures of the blade347

represent the combined action of the distributed force and momentum along the blade,348

the posture is used to demonstrate the blade dynamics rather than the integration of349

the horizontal forces along the blade length.350

Compared with the model of Luhar and Nepf (2016), the cable model showed an351

advantage to simulate the blade dynamics, in particular for the simulations of blade352

postures in waves. The improvements for the posture simulations are mainly due to353

the incorporation of (i) the influences of the blade-motion-induced rotations of local354

Lagrangian coordinates along the blade on the added mass force as shown in equation355

(11), (ii) the dynamic equilibrium for the geometric continuity of the segments as shown356

in the compatibility relations from equations (4) and (5), and (iii) the spatial variation357

of the wave orbital velocity encountered by the blade due to blade displacements. Since358

the blade acts as a solid moving boundary in the fluid domain, its motion influences359

the flow structure. Therefore, accurate blade posture predictions are required to fully360
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Figure 6. Comparisons for (a-l) the 20 cm-long HDPE blade posture (x, z) normalized by

blade length (l), (m) the differences between the simulated and observed blade-tip displacements

(εT ), and (n) the total horizontal force (Fx) normalized by the root-mean-square horizontal force

by rigid plate with the same geometry (Fx,rms,rigid) along time (t). The waves with period Tw

= 2 s and amplitude aw = 4 cm propagate from left to right. Black dashed lines: the data from

Luhar and Nepf (2016); magenta dotted lines: the model results from Luhar and Nepf (2016);

green solid lines: the cable model results; grey shaded region: the estimated uncertainty in the

experiments (Luhar & Nepf, 2016).

resolve the flow-vegetation interaction, wave-driven currents in a vegetation meadow,361

and the wave attenuation by vegetation. This model can also be used to estimate the362

internal stress of the blade and the total force at the bottom of the blade in order to363

analyze the breakage and the sediment holding properties of the blade.364

4 Symmetric and asymmetric blade motions365

4.1 Definition366

To quantify the asymmetric motion, the blade posture asymmetry (βxT ) is de-367

fined as the ratio of the time-averaged horizontal displacement of the blade tip (xT ) to368

the maximum absolute horizontal displacement (|xT |max) over one wave period (Fig.369

8) and given by370

βxT =
xT

|xT |max
, (17)371
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Figure 7. Comparisons for (a-l) the 20 cm-long silicon foam blade posture (x, z) normalized

by blade length (l), (m) the differences between the simulated and observed blade-tip displace-

ments (εT ), and (n) the total horizontal force (Fx) normalized by the root-mean-square hori-

zontal force by rigid plate with the same geometry (Fx,rms,rigid) along time (t). The waves with

period Tw = 2 s and amplitude aw = 4 cm propagate from left to right. Black dashed lines: the

data from Luhar and Nepf (2016); magenta dotted lines: the model results from Luhar and Nepf

(2016); green solid lines: the cable model results; grey shaded region: the estimated uncertainty

in the experiments (Luhar & Nepf, 2016).

where (xT ) is always smaller than (|xT |max) such that βxT ∈ (−1, 1). The posture372

asymmetry is positive when the blade inclines to the direction of wave propagation. For373

example, the motions of the blades shown on Fig. 5 are asymmetric with βxT = 0.30374

and βxT = 0.27 for HDPE and silicon foam blades, respectively.375

4.2 Theory376

Asymmetric blade motions shown on Fig. 5 are partially induced by the weak377

asymmetry of wave motion as shown on Fig. 3. However, using linear waves to378

drive the model without the influences of wave asymmetry still results in asymmetric379

blade motion (Fig. 9) with βxT = 0.31 and βxT = 0.32 for HDPE and silicon foam380

blades, respectively. The magnitude of the blade posture asymmetry in linear waves381

is similar to that in weak asymmetric waves, suggesting that other mechanisms may382

have contributed to the observed asymmetric blade motion.383
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Figure 8. The blade posture asymmetry (βxT ) is defined as the ratio of time-averaged dis-

placement of the blade tip (xT ) to the maximum absolute displacement (|xT |max). (a) Blade

postures and tip trajectory. The horizontal and vertical coordinates (x, z) are normalized by

the blade length (l). The thin green lines indicate the blade postures and the thick green line

indicate the excursion of the blade tip. The black dash-dotted line indicates the time-averaged

posture of the blade postures over one wave period and the thin dashed line indicate the verti-

cal center. (b) The time series of the horizontal displacement of the blade tip. The time (t) is

normalized by wave period (Tw).
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Figure 9. Blade postures and blade tip trajectory for the 20 cm-long (a) HDPE and (b)

silicon foam blades over one wave period for the symmetric waves with period Tw=2 s and am-

plitude aw=4 cm. Thick green lines indicate the trajectory of the blade tip while the thin green

lines indicate the postures of the blade at selected time steps.

The mechanisms that contribute to the blade asymmetric motion in linear waves384

are identified according to the governing equations of blade motion. Substituting385

equations (3) and (6) to (11) into (1) and (2) yields386

EI
∂φ

∂s

∂2φ

∂s2
+
∂T

∂s
+ (ρ− ρv) gbd cosφ

+
1

2
Cfρ2(b+ d) |−u+ uw(x, z, t)| [−u+ uw(x, z, t)]

+ρbd

[
−ρv
ρ

(
∂u

∂t
+ w

∂φ

∂t

)
+
∂uw(x, z, t)

∂t
+ ww(x, z, t)

∂φ

∂t

]
= 0

(18)387
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and388

EI
∂3φ

∂s3
− T ∂φ

∂s
+ (ρ− ρv) gbd sinφ

+
1

2
Cdρb |−w + ww(x, z, t)| [−w + ww(x, z, t)]

+Cm
π

4
b2
[
−∂w
∂t

+
∂ww(x, z, t)

∂t

]
+ρbd

[
−ρv
ρ

(
∂w

∂t
− u∂φ

∂t

)
+
∂ww(x, z, t)

∂t
− uw(x, z, t)

∂φ

∂t

]
= 0,

(19)389

where390

uw(x, z, t) = U sinφ+W cosφ (20)391

and392

ww(x, z, t) = −U cosφ+W sinφ (21)393

are the encountered flow velocities (wave motion related to the blade) in the blade394

tangential and normal direction, respectively. According to linear wave theory (Dean395

& Dalrymple, 1991), the horizontal and vertical components of the wave orbital velocity396

are given by397

U(x, z, t) = awω
cosh kz

sinh kh
cos(kx− ωt) (22)398

and399

W (x, z, t) = awω
sinh kz

sinh kh
sin(kx− ωt). (23)400

Substituting equations (22) and (23) into equations (20) and (21) yields401

uw(x, z, t)

=awω
cosh kz

sinh kh
cosφ cosh kx

tanφ tan kx− tanh kz

cos
[
kx+ arctan

(
tanφ

tanh kz

)] sinψt (24)402

and403

ww(x, z, t)

=awω
cosh kz

sinh kh
cosφ cosh kx

−1 + tanφ tan kx tanh kz

cos [kx+ arctan (tanφ tanh kz)]
cosψn,

(25)404

where the velocity phase ψt = ωt− [kx+ arctan (tanφ/ tanh kz)] and ψn = ωt− [kx+405

arctan (tanφ tanh kz)].406

It is assumed that the blade moves at the same period as the wave period (Tw).407

It is also assumed that there is a unique solution to the governing equations (18), (19),408

(4) and (5). The existence of symmetric motion is explored by examining a pair of409

symmetric solutions, i.e., {T (s, t), u(s, t), w(s, t), φ(s, t)} at the position (x, z) at time410

t and {T (s, t+ ∆t), u(s, t+ ∆t), w(s, t+ ∆t), φ(s, t+ ∆t)}={T (s, t), u(s, t), −w(s, t),411

−φ(s, t)} at the symmetric position (−x, z) at time t + ∆t, as demonstrated on Fig.412

10. It takes ∆t to move from position (x, z) to (−x, z) and it also takes the same time413

∆t to move back to (x, z) due to symmetric motion, yielding ∆t = Tw/2.414

Taking {T (s, t), u(s, t), w(s, t), φ(s, t)} as the solution at time t, {T (s, t), u(s, t),415

−w(s, t), −φ(s, t)} is shown to satisfy the compatibility relations by substituting it416

into the compatibility relation equations (4) and (5). The next step is to check if417

{T (s, t), u(s, t), −w(s, t), −φ(s, t)} also satisfies equations (18) and (19) at t + ∆t.418

Substituting {T (s, t), u(s, t), −w(s, t), −φ(s, t)} into equations (18) and (19) for time419
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Figure 10. The postures of the blade over one-half of a wave period (∆t = Tw/2) for sym-

metric motion. The thin arrows show the global coordinate system (x, z) with origin O while the

thick arrows show the velocity of the blade segments at the distance of s. The thin green lines

indicate the selected blade postures. The thick dark green lines indicate the blade posture with

velocity (u,w) and bending angle φ at the position (x, z) at time t and the symmetric blade pos-

ture with symmetric velocity (u,−w) and symmetric bending angle −φ at the symmetric position

(−x, z) after half wave period. The thick light green line indicates the excursion of the blade tip.

t+ ∆t yields420

EI
∂φ

∂s

∂2φ

∂s2
+
∂T

∂s
+ (ρ− ρv) gbd cosφ

+
1

2
Cfρ2(b+ d)

∣∣∣∣−u+ uw(−x, z, t+
Tw
2

)

∣∣∣∣ [−u+ uw(−x, z, t+
Tw
2

)

]
+ρbd

[
−ρv
ρ

(
∂u

∂t
+ w

∂φ

∂t

)
+
∂uw(−x, z, t+ Tw

2 )

∂t
− ww(−x, z, t+

Tw
2

)
∂φ

∂t

]
= 0

(26)421

and422

EI
∂3φ

∂s3
− T ∂φ

∂s
+ (ρ− ρv) gbd sinφ

+
1

2
Cdρb

∣∣∣∣−w − ww(−x, z, t+
Tw
2

)

∣∣∣∣ [−w − ww(−x, z, t+
Tw
2

)

]
+Cm

π

4
b2

[
−∂w
∂t
−
∂ww(−x, z, t+ Tw

2 )

∂t

]

+ρbd

[
−ρv
ρ

(
∂w

∂t
− u∂φ

∂t

)
−
∂ww(−x, z, t+ Tw

2 )

∂t
− uw(−x, z, t+

Tw
2

)
∂φ

∂t

]
= 0.

(27)423

The differences between equations (26) and (18), and between equations (27) and (19)424

are the terms involving flow velocities, uw and ww. In order for (26) to equal (18) and425

(27) to equal (19), it requires426

uw(−x, z, t+
Tw
2

) = uw(x, z, t) (28)427

and428

ww(−x, z, t+
Tw
2

) = −ww(x, z, t). (29)429
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Replacing (x, z, t) by (−x, z, t + Tw

2 ) in equations (24) and (25) yields the velocity at430

(−x, z, t+ Tw

2 ), i.e.,431

uw(−x, z, t+
Tw
2

)

=awω
cosh kz

sinh kh
cosφ cosh kx

tanφ tan kx− tanh kz

cos
[
kx+ arctan

(
tanφ

tanh kz

)] sin (ψt + ∆ψt)
(30)432

and433

ww(−x, z, t+
Tw
2

)

=− awω
cosh kz

sinh kh
cosφ cosh kx

−1 + tanφ tan kx tanh kz

cos [kx+ arctan (tanφ tanh kz)]
cos(ψn + ∆ψn),

(31)434

where435

∆ψt = 2

[
kx+ arctan

(
tanφ

tanh kz

)]
+ π (32)436

and437

∆ψn = 2 [kx+ arctan (tanφ tanh kz)] . (33)438

By comparing (30) and (24) as well as (31) and (25), equations (28) and (29) are439

not always guaranteed due to the phase differences ∆ψt and ∆ψn. Thus, {T (s, t),440

u(s, t), −w(s, t), −φ(s, t)} is not a solution to the governing equations (18) and (19)441

and therefore the blade motion is asymmetric. The phase differences lying within the442

interval [−π, π) are given by443

Ψt = 2

[
kx+ arctan

(
tanφ

tanh kz

)]
fmod 2π − π (34)444

in the tangential direction and445

Ψn = {2 [kx+ arctan (tanφ tanh kz)] + π} fmod 2π − π (35)446

in the normal direction, where the “fmod” operator is defined as a fmod b = a−nb and447

n ∈ N such that nb ≤ a < (n+1)b. The phase differences shown in equations (34) and448

(35) are explicitly expressed as functions of blade displacements, bending angle and449

wave number (representing wavelength), but implicitly functions of wave conditions450

and blade characteristics.451

The phase differences consist of two terms corresponding to two major mecha-452

nisms that induce asymmetric motion, i.e., (i) the blade horizontal displacement (kx)453

and (ii) the action of vertical wave orbital velocity (tanh kz, the ratio of vertical com-454

ponent to the horizontal component of wave orbital velocity) associated with blade455

vertical displacement (kz). The effects of bending angle (φ) are not considered as a456

major mechanism because the term including tanφ is dependent on the vertical wave457

orbital velocity. If the vertical wave orbital velocity does not exist, the effects of tanφ458

will disappear. On the other hand, when φ > 45◦, tanφ > 1 acts as an amplification459

factor such that the action of vertical wave orbital velocity is more pronounced than460

the horizontal displacement of the blade.461

Due to the phase differences in the encountered flow velocities, the drag and462

inertial forces are asymmetric, as well as the blade motion. The tangential phase463

difference Ψt describes the phase difference of the combined tangential force acting464

on the blade and driving the asymmetric blade motion. The tangential forces include465

friction and the tangential component of the virtual buoyancy. The normal phase466

difference Ψn describes the phase difference of the combined normal force acting on467

the blade and driving the asymmetric blade motion. The normal forces include drag,468

added mass force, and the normal component of the virtual buoyancy. In the case of469
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perfect symmetric blade motion, both Ψt and Ψn should equal zero at each time step.470

The onset of asymmetric motion will occur, however, relatively symmetric motion471

(defined as βxT � 1) can occur when472

|Ψt| � 1 (36)473

and474

|Ψn| � 1. (37)475

The drag dominates compared to the frictional and inertial forces, so the normal forces476

are much larger than the tangential forces. Therefore, the contribution of normal phase477

difference Ψn to the asymmetric motion is expected to be much larger than that of478

tangential phase difference Ψt. Thus, the motion is symmetric as long as equation479

(37) is satisfied.480

Asymmetric blade motion is caused by the phase differences Ψt and Ψn of the481

encountered flow velocity due to the blade displacements. However, the magnitude of482

the asymmetry is also impacted by other factors including the blade characteristics483

and wave properties, which determine the blade displacements. The impacts of these484

factors on the magnitude of blade asymmetry will be further investigated using the485

cable model in the following sections.486

4.3 Case study487

The dynamic response of blades to symmetric wave forcing is investigated using488

the cable model. Blade geometric and material properties are adopted from those489

summarized in Lei and Nepf (2016), which are also provided in Table 3. In this case

Table 3. Blade geometric and material properties for the selected species used in the present

study following Lei and Nepf (2016).

Elastic
modulus Density Thickness Width Length Flexural rigidity
E (GPa) ρv (kg/m3) d (mm) b (cm) l (m) EI (×10−5 Nm2)

Thalassia testudinum∗ 0.4 ∼ 2.4 940 0.30 ∼ 0.37 1 0.10 ∼ 0.25 -
Zostera marina∗∗ 0.26 700 0.15 ∼ 0.23 0.3 ∼ 0.5 0.15 ∼ 0.60 -

Posidonia oceanica∗∗∗ 0.47 910 0.20 1 0.15 ∼ 0.50 -
Blades for case study 0.1 ∼ 0.3 900 0.25 1 0.05 ∼ 0.60 0.13 ∼ 3.9

∗ Bradley and Houser (2009); Weitzman et al. (2013)
∗∗ Fonseca et al. (2007); Abdelrhman (2007); Moore (2004); McKone (2009)
∗∗∗ Folkard (2005); Infantes et al. (2012)

490

study, the blade length l = 0.05 ∼ 0.60 m and the flexural rigidity EI = 0.13×10−5 ∼491

3.9× 10−5 Nm2 are used to represent a variety of blade characteristics. Water depth492

is set as h = 1 m such that l/h = 0.05 ∼ 0.60. Wave period Tw = 0.9 ∼ 12.2 s is493

selected such that the ratio of water depth to wavelength is h/L = 0.026 ∼ 0.791.494

This would correspond to a wide range of wave conditions from shallow to deep water.495

The wave height is set as H/h = 0.02 ∼ 0.30 to consider the influence of wave heights496

on asymmetric motion. To make equations (12) to (14) applicable to calculate the497

hydrodynamic force coefficients, the selected results for analysis are from the cases with498

KC = 0.1 ∼ 113.6. The corresponding Re = 9.7 ∼ 3822.5 and Ca = 3.1 ∼ 14742.8.499

To investigate the onset of asymmetric blade motion, Ψt and Ψn at the blade500

tip are calculated using the displacements and bending angles of the blade tip defined501

as ΨtT and ΨnT , respectively. The results of the blade posture asymmetry (βxT ) are502

shown on Fig. 11, where waves propagate to the right such that βxT > 0. The results503
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Figure 11. Contour of the blade posture asymmetry (βxT , in colors) vs the normal phase dif-

ference ΨnT and tangential phase difference ΨtT at the blade tip. Waves propagate to the right

such that βxT > 0.

for the cases where waves propagate to the left are omitted here because βxT keeps504

the same magnitude but with an opposite sign. The blade motion is near symmetric505

(βxT < 0.05) when |ΨnT |/π < 0.003, regardless of the value of ΨtT . if |ΨtT |/π < 0.3,506

βxT < 0.05 when |ΨnT |/π < 0.01. Posture asymmetry increases with increasing ΨtT507

and ΨnT . Ripples appear in the contours on Fig. 11 because ΨtT and ΨnT are508

the factors that only induce asymmetry. However, when the asymmetry occurs, the509

magnitude is influenced by the blade material and geometric characteristics, as well510

as the wave conditions.511

The blade posture asymmetry is also examined as a function of the ratio of blade512

length to wave length (γ = l/L) for the wave conditions and blade characteristics shown513

on Fig. 12. The results show that the motion is almost symmetric (βxT < 0.05) when514

γ < 0.01. As γ increases, βxT increases to a peak value defined as peak asymmetry515

(βp) and the corresponding γ is defined as peak length ratio (γp), which characterizes516

the resonant condition. As shown on Fig. 12, βp increases with wave height and blade517

length. It is also evident that βp decreases with increasing blade flexural rigidity (Fig.518

12a-d). However, for longer blades such that l/h ≥ 0.45 as shown on Fig. 12(e) and519

(f), the decrease in βp is less than 5% for H/h ≥ 0.1. This might be because long520

blades (l/h ≥ 0.45) are so flexible that their postures are close to a bending limit.521

Near the limit, the posture changes slowly with flexural rigidity and so does the peak522

asymmetry. In general, the motion of a longer blade with smaller flexural rigidity in523

larger-amplitude waves behaves more asymmetric.524

5 Discussion525

5.1 Mechanisms for asymmetric blade motion526

In symmetric waves, asymmetric blade motion is due to the phase differences527

of the encountered flow velocity and induced by two mechanisms: (i) the blade dis-528

placements and (ii) the vertical component of the wave orbital velocity. The effect of529

the vertical component of the orbital velocity is more pronounced than that of blade530

displacements, especially for a larger deflected blade with the posture being more531

horizontal. Previous research attributed the asymmetric motion to the wave orbital532

trajectory based on the assumption that the blade motion is at the same scale as the533

wave excursion (Döbken, 2015). However, the generalized mechanisms for the asym-534
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Figure 12. The blade posture asymmetry (βxT ) as a function of the ratio of blade length and

wavelength (γ = l/L). The blade lengths normalized by water depth (l/h) are (a) 0.05, (b) 0.1,

(c) 0.2, (d) 0.3, (e) 0.45 and (f) 0.6. The wave heights normalized by water depth (H/h) are 0.04,

0.06 and 0.1. The blade flexural rigidities (EI) are 1.04× 10−5, 1.95× 10−5 and 3.9× 10−5 Nm2.

metric blade motion may be derived from the wave flow field relative to the blade535

motion without that assumption.536

The blade postures as a function of wave orbital velocities at 8 wave phases over537

one wave period are shown on Fig. 13 (see Movie S2 for each time step in supporting538

information), where the waves propagate to the right. The blade is initially vertical at539

t/Tw = 0 and reaches steady state after up to 30 wave cycles. The steady state position540

of the blade is independent of its initial conditions. The blade motion is governed by541

the driving force and the bending stiffness of the blade. To simply demonstrate the542

underlying mechanisms, it is assumed that the driving force is dominated by drag and543

the blade velocity (u,w) is smaller than the wave orbital velocity (U,W ) such that the544

force direction acts in the direction of the flow velocity (U,W ). For the steady scenario545

at position 0 under wave crest, the driving force is directed to the right following wave546

orbital velocity, which causes the blade to bend to the right (Fig. 13c). From position547

0 to position 2, the horizontal component of wave orbital velocity U is directed to548

the right in the direction of wave propagation, while the vertical component of wave549

orbital velocity W points downward. From position 2 to 4, U changes direction toward550

the left, but W is still directed downward. Ultimately, there is a net force imposed on551

the blade due to W acting downward on the blade for the first half of the wave cycle,552
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Figure 13. The postures of a 45 cm-long blade (in green) in the wave flow field with wave

period Tw = 3.2 s and amplitude aw = 5 cm in 1 m-deep water (intermediate water waves). The

blade posture asymmetry is βxT = 0.7. The waves propagate from left to right. The dark thin

green lines indicate the blade postures. The blade displacements (x, z) are normalized by wave-

length (L). (a) The blade postures from positions 0 to 7. (b) The upper parts (zoom in) of the

blade postures labeled number 0 to 7, which indicate the blade positions at 8 wave phases with

t/Tw = 0, 1/8, 1/4, 3/8, 1/2, 5/8, 3/4, 7/8, and 1 (see Movie S2 for each time step in supporting

information). The black arrows indicate wave orbital velocity at the blade tip. (c) to (k) show

the blade postures and wave flow field. The green solid line indicates the current blade posture

and the dashed green lines indicate the blade posture at previous one position. The light thick

green line indicate the trajectory of the blade tip. The black arrows indicate the wave flow field.

which promotes the downward motion of the blade and prevents it from moving back553

to position 0. In the second half of the wave period (positions 4 to 7), the blade begins554

slightly inclined to the right compared to position 0. Over the second half of the wave555

period, U points to the left from positions 4 to 6 and changes direction toward the556

right from positions 6 to 0. However, W is directed upward from positions 4 to 0,557

which prevents the downward motion of the blade on the left side of the vertical axis.558

The net effect of W is a blade that is inclined in the direction of wave propagation.559

Blade displacement influences the asymmetric flow velocity encountered by the560

blade. For example, by comparing U during the second half of the wave period (posi-561

tion 4-7, Fig. 13g-j) with the first half (position 0-3, Fig. 13c-f), the positive horizontal562
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velocity U towards the right is larger than the negative U towards the left. Therefore,563

the net horizontal component is directed to the right, causing the blade to incline to564

the right.565

Even though wave orbital velocities are symmetric over the wave period, blade566

inclination occurs due to the blade displacement and the asymmetric action of the567

vertical component of the wave orbital velocity. This inclination is more pronounced in568

shorter waves, as the vertical velocity increases to the same magnitude as the horizontal569

velocity, and the blade displacement becomes more comparable with the shortened570

wavelength.571

5.2 Conditions for symmetric blade motion572

Blade displacements and vertical wave orbital velocities induce blade asymmetry.573

Symmetric blade motion therefore occurs if these variables are very small, which are574

satisfied when (i) blade length is much smaller than the wavelength (l/L � 1), (ii)575

in shallow water waves (h/L � 1) and (iii) the blade length is much smaller than576

water depth (l/h� 1) in finite-depth-water waves. These conditions are derived from577

equations (36) and (37) and the detail derivations are provided in Appendix A.578

For short blades in long waves (l/L � 1), the blade displacement and W are579

negligible to the scale of wavelength so that phase differences between the encountered580

wave orbital velocities at asymmetric positions are also negligible, resulting in sym-581

metric blade motion. Similarly, in shallow water waves (h/L � 1), the blade motion582

is symmetric because the effects of blade displacement and W are negligible due to583

the small blade displacement compared to the wavelength and negligible W in shallow584

water waves. One example of the symmetric blade motion in shallow water waves is585

shown on Fig. A1 (see Movie S3 for each time step in supporting information). For586

short blades (l/h � 1) in finite-depth-water waves (h/L ∼ O(1)), the blade motion587

behaves symmetric because the horizontal displacement of the blade is small, and W588

is close to 0 when approaching the blade near the bottom. In the field, at the initial589

growth phase of SAV, the blade is so short that the motion is symmetric. When the590

blade grows longer, the blade motion may become asymmetric.591

5.3 Properties and implications of asymmetric blade motion592

Strict conditions for symmetric motion indicate that the occurrence of symmet-593

ric motion is limited. Therefore, the blade motion is typically asymmetric for most594

situations. The peak asymmetry occurs when the ratio of blade length to wavelength595

reaches the peak length ratio. The results showed that the peak asymmetry is a func-596

tion of wave conditions and blade characteristics. Generally, the peak asymmetry of597

blade motion becomes larger in waves with a larger amplitude. When the blade grows598

longer, the peak asymmetry also increases because longer blade has larger deflection599

and encounters larger wave orbital velocities. However, the blade flexural rigidity600

reduces the peak asymmetry.601

The behavior of asymmetric blade motion can be used to guide planting strate-602

gies of SAV for sediment settlement. The asymmetric motion is expected to benefit603

sediment settlement because the “shelter” created by the blade inclination could hin-604

der sediment suspension at the seabed. To take advantage of the peak asymmetry, it605

is recommended to choose the SAV species such that the ratio of the blade length and606

the dominant wavelength is close to the peak length ratio. Longer blades are preferred607

because they increase the peak asymmetry and provide a larger “shelter”.608

The asymmetric blade motion may also influence the morphological character-609

istics and the fatigue life of SAV. The cross-section of the vegetation and even the610

elastic modulus may become asymmetric in response to the asymmetric blade motion.611
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For example, asymmetric motion induces the stress imbalance on the cross section.612

Thus, the tension side of the cross section becomes thinner while the compression side613

becomes thicker. Asymmetric blade motion and sheltering may lead to morphological614

change which in turn may affect flow pattern near the vegetation. The influences of615

asymmetric motion on the vegetation morphology and fatigue life will be investigated616

in the future work.617

In the field, waves are usually superimposed with background currents (Weitzman618

et al., 2013, 2015). Following currents are expected to enhance the asymmetry of the619

blade motion while opposing currents are expected to decrease the asymmetry. With620

following currents, the asymmetry of blade motion increases with increasing currents621

(e.g., Fig. 6 of Lei & Nepf, 2019a).622

A single vegetation blade likely has little influence on waves, however, numerous623

blades as a SAV meadow can significantly impact waves by generating turbulence624

(Abdolahpour et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018; Tang et al., 2019; Tan et al., 2019),625

reducing wave energy (Infantes et al., 2012; Paul et al., 2012; Henderson et al., 2017;626

Nowacki et al., 2017; Garzon et al., 2019), and inducing mean currents (Luhar & Nepf,627

2011; Abdolahpour et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2019). The wave-driven currents in a628

vegetation meadow are expected to enhance the asymmetry of blade motion (e.g., Fig.629

8 of Lei & Nepf, 2019b). In return, the asymmetric motion of blades as a meadow are630

likely to impact the wave-driven current and consequently the mass transport, which631

warrants further investigation. The asymmetric blade motion in a meadow is observed632

to modify the wave orbital velocity and further influence wave attenuation with a633

magnitude larger than the influences of blade stiffness (Paul et al., 2012). The wave634

shape may also be changed with the asymmetric blade motion due to the asymmetric635

wave attenuation.636

6 Conclusions637

The asymmetric behavior of SAV in waves was investigated using a mass-consistent638

cable model. Implementing the cable model improves blade motion modeling. This639

was especially true for “second-normal-mode-like” blade motion by incorporating the640

effects of the blade-motion-induced rotations of local Lagrangian coordinates along641

the blade on inertial force, the compatibility relations for geometrical continuity of642

the blade segments and the spatial variation of wave orbital velocity encountered by643

the blade due to blade displacements. With this cable model, two major factors were644

found to influence asymmetric blade motion other than wave orbital motion asym-645

metry. These factors are (i) the spatial asymmetry of the encountered wave orbital646

velocities induced by the blade displacements and (ii) the asymmetric action on the647

blade by the vertical wave orbital velocities. When near symmetric motion exists648

(βxT � 1), conditions are (i) the blade length is much smaller than the wavelength649

with l/L � 1, (ii) in shallow water waves with h/L � 1 or (iii) the blade length is650

much smaller than the water depth with l/h � 1 in finite-depth-water waves. Peak651

asymmetry occurs when the ratio of blade length to wavelength (l/L) reaches the crit-652

ical value. Peak asymmetry is found to increase with wave height and blade length653

but decrease with increasing blade flexural rigidity.654

Asymmetric blade motion in a vegetation meadow is expected to influence the655

wave-driven currents, wave attenuation and wave shape. Meanwhile, the wave-driven656

currents and wave asymmetry also influence the asymmetry of blade motion. It is657

therefore worthwhile not only to investigate the dynamics of vegetation, but to also658

incorporate the two-way feedback between the asymmetric blade motion and the wave659

flow field in wave-vegetation models, such as the coupled CFD and immersed boundary660

method model by Chen and Zou (2019) and N-box model (Zeller et al., 2015). Im-661

proved blade posture simulations by the present consistent-mass cable model will yield662
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more accurate predictions for wave-vegetation interaction. In the future work, the ca-663

ble model will be coupled with a 3D wave hydrodynamics model to investigate the664

capacity of SAV for wave attenuation, as well as its influence on wave-driven currents665

in a vegetation meadow.666

Appendix A Conditions for symmetric blade motion in symmetric waves667

The absolute symmetric motion does not exist due to the phase differences Ψt668

and Ψn. However, when Ψt and Ψn are close to 0, equations (28) and (29) hold such669

that {T (s, t), u(s, t),−w(s, t),−φ(s, t)} is also a solution to the governing equations670

(18) and (19), resulting in a relatively symmetric motion. Therefore, the conditions671

for relatively symmetric motion are obtained, i.e., |Ψt| � 1 in (36) and |Ψn| � 1 in672

(37).673

According to equations (24) to (25) and (30) to (31), the wave orbital velocities at674

time t and t+Tw/2 have the same amplitude. Therefore, the hydrodynamic coefficients675

Cd, Cf , and Cm are the same at both positions, indicating that the hydrodynamic676

coefficients do not contribute to the generation of asymmetric motion. Generally,677

the driving forces in the normal direction dominate so that the contributions of Ψn678

to asymmetric motion is expected to be more significant and the tangential phase679

difference Ψt can be neglected due to the negligible forces in the tangential direction.680

Thus, the blade motion is symmetric when only equation (37) is satisfied.681

For bottom-rooted blade configuration such that |x| ≤ l and |z| ≤ l, it is ev-682

ident that kx + arctan (tanφ tanh kz) < kl + | tanφ tanh kz| < (1 + | tanφ|)kl =683

2π(1 + | tanφ|)l/L. Since the blade cannot be fully horizontal, thus, | tanφ| is finited.684

Therefore, one condition for |Ψn| � 1 in (37) can be obtained,685

l/L� 1. (A1)686

In fact, if l/L � 1, tanh kz ≈ 0 so that |Ψt| ≈ 2kx < 4πl/L � 1 such that687

equation (36) is also satisfied. Therefore, equation (A1) is one condition for symmetric688

blade motion. For completely submerged blades such that l ≤ h, then l/L ≤ h/L so689

that the following condition for equation (A1) can be obtained,690

h/L� 1, (A2)691

which is also a condition for symmetric blade motion. One example of blade symmetric692

motion in shallow water waves is shown on Fig. A1 (see Movie S3 for each time step693

in supporting information). In finite-water-depth waves with h/L ∼ O(1), l/L =694

h/L · l/h ∼ O(l/h) so that the following condition for equation (A1) can be obtained,695

l/h� 1, (A3)696

which is also a condition for symmetric blade motion.697
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Figure A1. The postures of a 20 cm-long blade (in green) in the wave flow field with wave

period Tw = 6.8 s and amplitude aw = 5 cm in 1 m-deep water (shallow water waves). The

blade posture asymmetry is βxT = 0.04. The waves propagate from left to right. The dark thin

green lines indicate the blade postures. The blade displacements (x, z) are normalized by wave-

length (L). (a) The blade postures from positions 0 to 7. (b) The upper parts (zoom in) of the

blade postures labeled number 0 to 7, which indicate the blade positions at 8 wave phases with

t/Tw = 0, 1/8, 1/4, 3/8, 1/2, 5/8, 3/4, 7/8, and 1 (see Movie S3 for each time step in supporting

information). The black arrows indicate wave orbital velocity at the blade tip. (c) to (k) show

the blade postures and wave flow field. The green solid line indicates the current blade posture

and the dashed green lines indicate the blade posture at previous one position. The light thick

green line indicates the trajectory of the blade tip. The black arrows indicate the wave flow field.
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